
Tip Toe To Tyranny… Now It Comes With Free French Fries!

Description

USA: When the government has to offer chips, scholarships and million-dollar lottery draws as
“incentives” for people to get vaxxed, business must be slow.

But what’s a tyrant-in-training to do when the sheeple are suddenly developing decidedly mule-like
tendencies in the face of serving as lab rats?

It’s a veritable zoo out there. The vaccine side effects are piling up and becoming impossible to hide
and even celebrities and royals are complaining that they should “never have gone near the needle”.

But don’t worry if you are bleeding out or becoming a human pin-cushion or shedding your skin…
because it’s “all good”. Experts say severe adverse effects are not surprising. If anything, it shows the
shot is working.

“It’s the spike protein that the mRNA is tricking the cells into producing. That is what is being detected.
That is what we want it to do. This is all good stuff,” said George Rutherford, UCSF’s Professor, and
Epidemiology & Biostatistics.

Just eat your burger and chips and don’t worry about it. Rather focus your tiny brain and miniscule
attention span on other things, like how Kill Gates and the Pentagon have just released millions of
genetically-modified or “gene edited” killer mosquitoes into the Florida Keys.

The US Department of Defense has spent at least $100 million in the controversial technology known
as “gene drives” making the US military a top funder and developer of the gene-modifying technology.

Remember the Murder Hornets? This is all part of the Pentagon’s foray into entomological warfare –– a
type of biological warfare that uses insects to transmit diseases.

Jim Thomas, co-director of ETC Group, an environment safety group, says, “Gene drives are a
powerful and dangerous new technology and potential biological weapons could have disastrous
impacts on peace, food security and the environment, especially if misused. The fact that gene drive
development is now being primarily funded and structured by the US military raises alarming questions
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about this entire field.”

Tip toe to tyranny? Or a bloody massacre? (No offense meant to any ladies suffering from Covaxx side
effects)

I mean, even Genghis Khan, that Mongol paragon of brutality and terror was, in fact, an eco-warrior ––
laying waste to land scrubbed 700m tons of carbon dioxide from the atmosphere.  What’s 40 million
deaths between friends-of-the-earth, right?

More about Kill, Khan, and Kanaduh in today’s video. And an invite to take part in the Magneto
Challenge! You win nothing, not even free tacos.

 

  
“The wisest thing in the world is to cry out before you are hurt. It is no good to cry out after you are
hurt; especially after you are mortally hurt. People talk about the impatience of the populace; but sound
historians know that most tyrannies have been possible because men moved too late. It is essential to
resist a tyranny before it exists.”

? G.K. Chesterton, Eugenics and Other Evils: An Argument Against the Scientifically Organized State
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